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1 Reasoning about order

Let f(n) be a positive, integer-valued function on the natural numbers that is
non-decreasing. Show that if f(2n) ∈ O(f(n)), then f(n) ∈ O(nk) for some
constant k. Is the converse also always true?

First, if f(2n) ∈ O(f(n)), by definition of order, there are constants n0 >
0, c > 0 so that for all n > n0, f(2n) ≤ cf(n). (Note this is similar to the
recurrence: T (n) = cT (n/2), and the proof that f is polynomial is just another
proof of the Master Theorem). We’ll first prove that f is polynomial on powers of
2, then use monotonicity to conclude the same thing for other values. Without
loss of generality, assume c > 1 and that n0 is a power of 2, n0 = 2i. Let
c′ = f(n0)/ci. We’ll prove by induction that for j ≥ i for n = 2j , f(n) =
f(2j) ≤ c′cj = c′(2j log c) = c′nlog c. The claim is true for j = i, by definition
of c′. If f(2j) ≤ c′cj , then f(2j+1) = f(22j) ≤ cf(2j) ≤ c′ccj = c′cj+1, so the
claim holds inductively.

Then for any n ≥ n0, let n′ = 2dlogne be the next power of 2; n ≤ n′ ≤ 2n,
so f(n) ≤ f(n′) ≤ c′(n′)log c ≤ c′(2n)log c = c′cnlog c. Picking n0 and cc′ in the
definition of O, we have f(n) ∈ O(nlog c).

The converse isn’t always true. We give a counter-example Let f(n) =

22
dlog log ne

. Then f(n) ≤ 22
log log n+1

= 22 logn = n2, so f(n) ∈ O(n2). However,

if n = 22
l

, f(n) = n and f(2n) ≥ n2. Since a gap of n occurs for infinitely many
n, f(2n) is NOT in O(f(n)).

2 Non-deterministic automata

Let LN be the language of binary strings whose number of 1’s is not divisible
by N . Show that for infinitely many N ’s the smallest number of states required
by an NFA accepting L is strictly smaller than that for a DFA.

First, there is a DFA with N states accepting LN , with one state per integer
mod N , and where each input string ends at the state corresponding to the
number of 1’s in the string mod N . (In this DFA, if we read a 1, we go to the
state corresponding to 1+ our current state mod N , and reading a 0, we stay
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at the same state). This is also the minimum number of states for a DFA. If
any DFA for LN had fewer than N states, then 1i and 1j must end at the same
state for some 0 ≤ i < j ≤ N − 1, by the pigeon-hole principle. Then, if we
follow this by 1N−j , the string 1N−j+i and 1N would be in the same state. But
the first must be accepted, the last rejected, a contradiction.

If N = 2q for q odd, x is divisible by N if and only if x is even and x is
divisible by q, because if N divides x, all factors of N divide x. On the other
hand, if x is even and x = aq, a must be even, so x = 2bq = bN for some integer
b, and so if x is even and divisible by q, x is divisible by N .

Then a string is in LN if and only if the number of 1’s is either odd or not
divisible by q. We can make DFA’s with 2 and q states respectively, that accept
those with an odd number of 1’s and those strings with a number of 1’s not
divisible by q. Then introducing a new start state with ε transistions to the
starts of these DFA’s, we get an NFA with 3 + q states, accepting LN . Hence,
the number of states for the NFA = 3+q < 2q = N =number of states required
for any DFA for LN , as long as q > 3.

3 Finding Store

Say that you are on a street, and know that the store you are looking for is on
the same street, but not how far away or which direction it is. You know it is
at least 100 meters away, because you can see 100 meters each way. You will
know the store when you get to it. How can you find the store and be sure to
walk at most cd total distance, where c is a fixed constant that will come from
your solution and d is the distance to the store?

I’ll be a bit lazy and show that there is an algorithm that achieves c = 16,
although better values are possible. The algorithm is as follows: Call the two
directions of the street North and South. Start D at 200 meters. Repeat until
you get to the store: Walk D North. Walk 2D South. Walk D North (arriving
at the start point). Double D and repeat.

Each iteration, we walk 4D total distance. Since the distance doubles each
iteration, the total distance in this and all previous iterations is at most 4D(1+
1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16...) ≤ 8D since the series coverges to 2. Finally, let d
be the actual distance to the store. d ≥ D/2 in the first iteration, since then
D = 200 and we are told d ≥ 100. In all subsequent iterations, since we walked
the current value of D/2 both North and South in the previous iteration, and
did not find the store, we must always have d ≥ D/2. Thus, when D becomes
larger than d for the first time, it will be at most 2d, and we will find the store.
Since the total distance we walked is at most 8D and D ≤ 2d, we walked at
most 16d total.
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